Supplementary Note
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Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure S1 . Circular dichroism spectra (molar ellipticity) of AK e variants.
WT AK e (filled circles), M1 (open circles) and M2 (filled triangles). The data are from measurements at 25 °C with protein concentrations ranging between 9 -11 µM. 
Ligand binding in coupled equilibrium reactions
The definition of the dissociation constant for a one to one binding reaction is given by (S1).
Here, E corresponds to enzyme, S to substrate and ES to the enzyme-substrate complex.
In an ITC experiment that probe ligand binding following Supplementary Equation S1
the observed dissociation constant (H > ) equals K d . For AK e binding of the substrate ATP is more complex (Figure 1, main text) . In addition to association the reaction involves a conformational change (i.e. closing of the ATP lid ). In this coupled equilibrium reaction, H > defined by (S2) depend not only on the on and off rates but also on the relative magnitudes of
The expression in (S2) can be simplified into (S5) by insertion of (S3) and (S4) that are definitions of the equilibrium constants for association of ATP (K d ) and the subsequent conformational change (K conf ). For completion, if the structural mutations in the M1 and M2 variants would stabilize a "binding incompetent state" as discussed in 48 H > must by necessity increase (weaker binding).
With this model H scale with the degree of ATP lid unfolding according to (S6) 48, 49 .
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Here K u is the equilibrium constant for ATP lid unfolding and is defined as: K u = k unfold /k fold .
